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Your Dashboard
Your dashboard summarieses all you TEX.inc information and activities

Dashboard
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Your Skills profile

Skills Navigator - Career Progression and Skills Guide

Learning progress, EQM data, Profile completeness

AI matched Experts for your review

Programs you are enrolled in and recommendations
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Your active connections 

Your community posts and feed
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Sessions information
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EQM data - Expert Quality Metric.  Private and anonymised data 
providing feedback on  
- Preparedness

- Communication

- Expertise




Members will appear here only after completion of a video 
session



Notes;
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Onboarding Process

https://support.tex.inc/

Dashboard shortcut - your personal control centre

Browse Experts - browse the people and expertise on the platform, grouped by topic area

Search - Use keyword search for people, programs, services and skills, or utiliise our shortcut buttons for personalised search results.

TEX Skills Navigator - add skills to your profile and highlight those to learn and share
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Profile completion percentage

Help and Knowledge base

Dropdown menu - profile, dashboard, video session management and logout

Help chat - chat live to someone at TEX
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Platform basics - Navigating the site

Platform basics - The People card*
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Navigation

* The People card appears through-out the platform, including in 
search, dahboard, profile, browse experts and programs.   Smaller 
variations will occur in certain pages that will show a sub-set of the 
information on this card shown



** Compatibility Score - based on profile data you have in common 
such as, Industry, Programs, Job Title, and Expert skills



*** Skills match score - based on the number of skills this person is 
sharing that you want to learn

Call to action8

Whether the user has times available7
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Skills or categories that relate to your needs6

Skills match score***5

Compatibility score**  4

Name and profile headline3

Marked as favourite2

User Badges1
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